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Ashes (Book 2 The Kindred Series)-Erica Stevens 2015-06-27 After a woman from Devon’s past returns and threatens to destroy their growing bond, Cassie must come to terms with his dark history. However, she’s not expecting the devastating blow that shatters her world and leaves her feeling like little more than a pile of ashes. Can their
love survive when those ashes give rise to something she never knew resided within her… something not entirely human? ***The Kindred Series is a young adult fictional story that includes some language, violence, and sexual situations. Recommended for ages fifteen and up.*** Keywords: Young adult magic powers twist ending action
thriller contemporary urban fantasy supernatural mystery magic powers action romantic fantasy for young adults contemporary urban fantasy strong heroine supernatural love story psychic powers action adventure thriller folklore romance suspenseful alpha male vampires blood mate strong male lead american vampire romance enemies to
lovers angst drama mythical creatures strong male lead romantic fantasy angst secret heritage hidden past slow burn romance.
Ashes (Book 2 The Kindred Series)-Erica Stevens 2015-06-27 After a woman from Devon’s past returns and threatens to destroy their growing bond, Cassie must come to terms with his dark history. However, she’s not expecting the devastating blow that shatters her world and leaves her feeling like little more than a pile of ashes. Can their
love survive when those ashes give rise to something she never knew resided within her… something not entirely human? ***The Kindred Series is a young adult fictional story that includes some language, violence, and sexual situations. Recommended for ages fifteen and up.*** Keywords: Young adult magic powers twist ending action
thriller contemporary urban fantasy supernatural mystery magic powers action romantic fantasy for young adults contemporary urban fantasy strong heroine supernatural love story psychic powers action adventure thriller folklore romance suspenseful alpha male vampires blood mate strong male lead american vampire romance enemies to
lovers angst drama mythical creatures strong male lead romantic fantasy angst secret heritage hidden past slow burn romance.
Kindred (Book 1 the Kindred Series)-Erica Stevens 2012 Edited by Leslie Mitchell at G2 Freelance editing and re-released 8/20/13.What do you do when the one you love is also you worst enemy?Trapped in a destiny she does not want, Cassie finds herself lost and adrift, until he walks into her life, turning it upside down and awakening her in
ways that she never dreamed possible.Cassie is stunned and devastated to learn that she belongs to a long line of vampire slayers known as The Hunters. A murderous rampage by a group of elder vampires has left the Hunter line decimated and the remaining Hunters scattered around the world. With her friends Chris and Melissa's aid,
Cassie struggles to rid the world of the monsters that murdered her parents. Though Cassie knows it is her fate, she chafes against her heritage, and is resentful of the shortened lifespan that has been placed upon her by the circumstances of birth. Struggling to get through every day, Cassie finds herself simply going through the motions of
living. That is, until Devon arrives. Tall, dark, and mysterious his arrival turns the school, and Cassie's life, upside down. Fighting against her fierce attraction to him, and the chaos he represents in her carefully ordered days, she is irresistibly drawn to him. Though worried that what she truly is will place Devon in danger, she is unable to
fight her feelings for him. He is the one light, and the only source of hope she has in a world that revolves around death and fear. What she does not know is that Devon has some dark secrets of his own, secrets even more frightening and dangerous than hers. Secrets that threaten to tear them apart forever.Book 1 of 5This is a young adult
fictional story that includes some language, violence, and mild sexual situations. Recommended for ages fifteen and up.Cover art by Cover art by EbookLaunch
Kindled (Book 3 The Kindred Series)-Erica Stevens 2015-06-29 Fueled by a thirst for revenge, Cassie no longer recognizes the person she’s become. Her determination to destroy Julian causes her to push away the ones who love her most, including Devon, but his love might be the only thing that can save her from madness. However, she isn’t
expecting her bond with Devon to be threatened by an enemy more deadly and ruthless than any she’s ever faced. Torn from her friends, Cassie is stunned to find herself relying on the man she hates most… Julian. Can Cassie and Julian overcome their mutual hatred to survive, or will their enemies succeed in turning them into monsters?
***The Kindred Series is a young adult fictional story that includes some language, violence, and sexual situations. Recommended for ages fifteen and up.*** Keywords: Secret heritage high school romance clean suspenseful teen romance hidden past supernatural mystery magic powers action young adult horror novels action thriller
suspenseful fantasy vampires blood mate supernatural suspense strong heroine coming of age supernatural love story coming of age fantasy strong male lead contemporary urban fantasy enemies to lovers drama angst love to hate secret heritage teen and young adult adventure series angst romantic fantasy for young adults twists folklore
romance psychic power action adventure thriller.
Inferno (Book 4 The Kindred Series)-Erica Stevens 2015-06-30 Cassie has no way of knowing how lethal her time with The Commission made her, or exactly what they did to her while she was in captivity, but the possibilities are terrifying. However, the unknown may be the least of her problems as she faces the insidious Halflings lurking in
the town where The Commission imprisoned her. Just when she thinks things can’t get any worse, the existence of the Halflings catches the attention of a larger threat—one determined to destroy her and everyone she loves. ***The Kindred Series is a young adult fictional story that includes some language, violence, and sexual situations.
Recommended for ages fifteen and up.*** Keywords: American vampire romance psychic powers vampire brotherhood urban fantasy adventure paranormal friends folklore fiction angst drama supernatural love story strong heroine twists suspenseful surprise outcome action contemporary vampire fantasy strong male lead romantic fantasy
supernatural thriller novels drama vampires blood mate urban fantasy action adventure mythical creatures.
Phoenix Rising (Book 5 The Kindred Series)-Erica Stevens 2015-07-01 Reeling from the aftermath of Cassie's death, those left are struggling to survive in a world filled with more enemies than friends. Devon has little time to come to terms with Cassie’s death since The Elders want them dead, the Halflings are still running free, and they need
to find the missing children. Determined to rescue the children, they leave New York for Canada on a journey that will forever alter the course of their lives. Dive into the conclusion of the Kindred Series and find out how it all ends in this thrilling finale. ***The Kindred Series is a young adult fictional story that includes some language,
violence, and sexual situations. Recommended for ages fifteen and up.*** Keywords: Young adult fantasy romance action adventure folklore romance mythical creatures supernatural suspense folklore fiction thriller supernatural love story vampires blood mate mythical creatures teen urban fantasy romantic fantasy for new adults angst
romantic fantasy overcoming obstacles strong heroine psychic powers drama contemporary fantasy fiction magic powers strong male lead mate books.
The Complete Kindred Series Bundle-Erica Stevens 2017-10-19 The complete Kindred Series bundled together in one set. Kindred (Book 1) Ashes (Book 2) Kindled (Book 3) Inferno (Book 4) Phoenix Rising (Book 5) ***The Kindred Series is a young adult fictional story that includes some language, violence, and mild sexual situations.
Recommended for ages fifteen and up.***
The Survivor Chronicles: Book 1, The Upheaval-Erica Stevens 2015-03-08 The first tremors of the earth were felt at 7:22 EST. Every single person felt the rumbling and experienced the terror that forever altered the course of history. Most did not survive. These are the accounts of some of those who did. Follow Carl and John, Al and Mary
Ellen, Xander and Riley as they navigate the disasters wreaking havoc on the world and struggle to locate loved ones while trying to survive their frightening new reality. But is survival possible during the apocalypse? ***Though they are not in this book, the following books in this series do contain zombie-like people. This is not a survivalist
story. Due to language and graphic content this book is recommended for readers 17 and older.*** Keywords: Sci fi and contemporary fantasy romance horror and thriller saga fiction teen end of the world apocalypse fiction suspense contemporary fantasy urban fantasy multi generational action adventure dystopian science fiction apocalyptic
mystery natural disaster angst post apocalyptic survival fiction drama adult new adult strong heroine strong male lead U.S. horror fiction dystopian.
Kindred (Book 1 The Kindred Series)-Erica Stevens 2015-06-26 Discovering she was from a line of vampire hunters was never in Cassie’s plans, but she’s learned to deal with the near certainty of a shortened life that fate handed her. With her friends’ help, she tries to balance school and hunting while working to rid the world of the monsters
that murdered her parents. Her life is going as well as it can until a new student arrives in school. No one is prepared for the chaos Devon’s arrival brings, especially not Cassie. But though she’s determined to keep him safe from her deadly secrets, she finds herself growing closer to him. What she doesn't know is Devon hides secrets even
more frightening and dangerous than her own... secrets that could tear them apart. ***The Kindred Series is a young adult fictional story that includes some language, violence, and sexual situations. Recommended for ages fifteen and up.*** Keywords: Suspenseful teen romance magic powers secret heritage high school romance clean young
adult horror novels enemies to lovers supernatural mystery magic powers action supernatural suspense strong heroine suspenseful fantasy vampire blood mate coming of age fantasy strong male lead supernatural love story drama angst vampires blood mate contemporary fantasy fiction urban fantasy romantic fantasy for young adults twists
teen and young adult adventure series angst action thriller folklore romance psychic power drama twists.
Kindled (Book 3 The Kindred Series)-Erica Stevens 2015-06-29 Fueled by a thirst for revenge, Cassie no longer recognizes the person she’s become. Her determination to destroy Julian causes her to push away the ones who love her most, including Devon, but his love might be the only thing that can save her from madness. However, she isn’t
expecting her bond with Devon to be threatened by an enemy more deadly and ruthless than any she’s ever faced. Torn from her friends, Cassie is stunned to find herself relying on the man she hates most… Julian. Can Cassie and Julian overcome their mutual hatred to survive, or will their enemies succeed in turning them into monsters?
***The Kindred Series is a young adult fictional story that includes some language, violence, and sexual situations. Recommended for ages fifteen and up.*** Keywords: Secret heritage high school romance clean suspenseful teen romance hidden past supernatural mystery magic powers action young adult horror novels action thriller
suspenseful fantasy vampires blood mate supernatural suspense strong heroine coming of age supernatural love story coming of age fantasy strong male lead contemporary urban fantasy enemies to lovers drama angst love to hate secret heritage teen and young adult adventure series angst romantic fantasy for young adults twists folklore
romance psychic power action adventure thriller.
Phoenix Rising (Book 5 The Kindred Series)-Erica Stevens 2015-07-01 Reeling from the aftermath of Cassie's death, those left are struggling to survive in a world filled with more enemies than friends. Devon has little time to come to terms with Cassie’s death since The Elders want them dead, the Halflings are still running free, and they need
to find the missing children. Determined to rescue the children, they leave New York for Canada on a journey that will forever alter the course of their lives. Dive into the conclusion of the Kindred Series and find out how it all ends in this thrilling finale. ***The Kindred Series is a young adult fictional story that includes some language,
violence, and sexual situations. Recommended for ages fifteen and up.*** Keywords: Young adult fantasy romance action adventure folklore romance mythical creatures supernatural suspense folklore fiction thriller supernatural love story vampires blood mate mythical creatures teen urban fantasy romantic fantasy for new adults angst
romantic fantasy overcoming obstacles strong heroine psychic powers drama contemporary fantasy fiction magic powers strong male lead mate books.
Phoenix Rising-Erica Stevens 2013-08-12 The final book in The Kindred Series.Reeling from the aftermath of Cassie's death, they find themselves trying to survive in a tumultuous world filled with more enemies than friends. Struggling through the rage consuming him, Devon must come to terms with the fact that the woman he loved has died.
He has little time to deal with his grief though as The Elders want them dead, the Halflings are still running free, and the missing children have become the focal point of concern. On a mission to rescue the children, they set out on a journey from New York to Canada that will forever alter the course of their lives and make them realize that
sometimes what rises from the fire may be something even more dangerous and deadly. That it may, in fact, be the death of them all. Book 5 of 5 Young Adult. This book contains some language, violence, and sexual situations. Recommended for ages fifteen and up. Edited by Leslie Mitchell at G2 Freelance editing. Cover design by
www.EbookLaunch.com
Captured (The Captive Series Book 1)-Erica Stevens 2015-03-01 Taken from her beloved family and woods, Aria’s biggest fear isn’t death... it’s becoming a blood slave for a member of the vampire race. No matter her fate, she must keep her identity hidden from the monsters imprisoning her. She’s already branded a member of the rebellion,
but the vampires can never learn the truth of her involvement. Hoping for death, Aria’s world turns upside down when Braith steps forward to claim her. The powerful vampire delays her execution, but it’s only a matter of time before he destroys her. Aria’s determination to hate Braith only increases when she learns he’s a member of the
royal family responsible for reducing humans to nothing more than servants and slaves. However, his strange kindness and unexpected gentleness slowly make her realize he’s more than just a monster. Torn between her loyalties to the rebellion, and a growing love for her greatest enemy, Aria must decide between everything she’s ever
known and a love she never dreamed of finding. The Captive Series is mature YA/New Adult. This book contains some language, violence, and sexual situations. Recommended for ages sixteen and up. Recommended reading order for the completed Captive Series. Captured (Book 1) Renegade (Book 2) Refugee (Book 3) Salvation (Book 4)
Redemption (Book 5) Broken (The Captive Series Prequel) Vengeance (Book 6) Unbound (Book 7) Keywords: Teen romance strong heroine action adventure contemporary fantasy fiction urban fantasy young adult romance book folklore romance suspenseful teen romance new adult dystopian love story supernatural love story action adventure
new adult dystopian strong male lead fantasy coming of age strong male lead supernatural suspense enemies to lovers young adult romance book strong heroine vampire fantasy character with special needs vampire romance alpha male dystopian love story fantasy coming of age mythical creatures folklore fiction hate to love romance.
Cinderella's Other Shoe-Philippa Rae 2017 Cinderella is tired of being bullied by her awful stepsisters, vicious Vermina and naughty Nettle. And so are her shoes! Take a look at everyone's favorite princess fairy tale, filled with off the wall illustrations, and narrated by Stomp, the unlucky left shoe.
Arctic Fire (The Fire and Ice Series, Book 2)-Erica Stevens 2016-02-21 For the past six years, Quinn has looked forward to finally having revenge against the vampire who slaughtered her family. She never expected that vampire to walk into Clint’s and unleash terror on her small desert town. With people dying every day, Quinn realizes she
must delve deeper into her power if she's going to save her loved ones. Julian will do anything to keep Quinn safe from the vampire stalking her. However, as new enemies arise, allies are found, and friends are lost, he realizes he might have to become something he swore he never would again… a monster. ***The Fire and Ice series is a
spinoff of The Kindred Series, but you do not have to read The Kindred Series to enjoy this one. The maturity level of this series will grow with each book and is recommended for readers 17+*** Keywords: American vampire romance psychic powers vampire brotherhood urban fantasy adventure paranormal friends folklore fiction angst drama
supernatural love story folklore fiction strong heroine twists suspenseful action contemporary vampire fantasy strong male lead romantic fantasy supernatural thriller novels twists drama vampires blood mate angst contemporary fantasy fiction mythical creatures strong heroine mythical creatures folklore urban fantasy strong male lead
vampires blood mate.
Broken Wings-Erika Ashby 2014-03-06 Lynsie Fox has what she considers to be a perfect life. Married to Lincoln, a military pilot, she's living the Army life she's always loved. Being a sucker for great love stories, Lynsie makes it her mission to find Lincoln's best friend and co-pilot, Dax Adams, a good woman. Losing the one woman he's ever
loved, Dax attempts to be a good sport by playing along in Lynsie's match-making scheme. However, Dax is certain he will never get the woman of his dreams. But life doesn't always fly smoothly. When turbulence strikes, Lynsie watches her world crash and burn around her, leaving her empty with broken wings. Despite her grief, can she
mend the pieces back together and learn to fly again?
Scars Like Wings-Erin Stewart 2019-10-01 Relatable, heartbreaking, and real, this is a story of resilience--the perfect novel for readers of powerful contemporary fiction like Girl in Pieces and Every Last Word. Before, I was a million things. Now I'm only one. The Burned Girl. Ava Lee has lost everything there is to lose: Her parents. Her best
friend. Her home. Even her face. She doesn't need a mirror to know what she looks like--she can see her reflection in the eyes of everyone around her. A year after the fire that destroyed her world, her aunt and uncle have decided she should go back to high school. Be "normal" again. Whatever that is. Ava knows better. There is no normal for
someone like her. And forget making friends--no one wants to be seen with the Burned Girl, now or ever. But when Ava meets a fellow survivor named Piper, she begins to feel like maybe she doesn't have to face the nightmare alone. Sarcastic and blunt, Piper isn't afraid to push Ava out of her comfort zone. Piper introduces Ava to Asad, a boy
who loves theater just as much as she does, and slowly, Ava tries to create a life again. Yet Piper is fighting her own battle, and soon Ava must decide if she's going to fade back into her scars . . . or let the people by her side help her fly. "A heartfelt and unflinching look at the reality of being a burn survivor and at the scars we all carry. This
book is for everyone, burned or not, who has ever searched for a light in the darkness." --Stephanie Nielson, New York Times bestselling author of Heaven Is Here and a burn survivor
Undone-Brenda K. Davies 2016-04-22 It has been six years since Abigail Byrne laid eyes on Brian Foley, but since then she's been unable to keep him out of her thoughts and dreams. Determined to try to forget him, she moves on with her life until the day her twin sister disappears without a trace. Abby has no choice but to turn to Brian for
help in locating her twin, even if it results in having her heart broken. Brian's life as a vampire has consisted of little more than killing and death for the last two hundred years. There's no room inside of him anymore for kindness and love, or so he thinks, until he hears Abby's frantic plea for his help. Unable to refuse her request, Brian agrees
to help Abby find her missing sister. As the search for Vicky progresses, Brian does everything he can to deny his growing feelings for Abby. However, the further they delve into her sister's disappearance, the more determined he becomes to protect her from the horrors they uncover. ***Due to language, violence and sexual content this book
is recommended for readers 18+***
Farewell to Satyricon-Dean Fletcher 2014-02-02 A photographic history of the final Farewell to Satyricon shows at the famous Club Satyricon in Portland, Oregon in October, 2010. Bands included Big Daddy Meatstraw, Dandy Warhols, M99, Napalm Beach, Pierced Arrows (Dead Moon), Obituaries, Soriah, Hail, Quasi, Pond, Kleveland, Snow
Bud and the flower People, Portland Organic Wrestling, Steve Spyrit, Swoon 23, Richmond Fontain, Jagula, Molly Cliff, Sean Croghan, Dimbulb, Boo Frog, Ghostrance, Slutty Hearts, more.
Under the Banner of Heaven-Jon Krakauer 2004-06-08 This extraordinary work of investigative journalism takes readers inside America’s isolated Mormon Fundamentalist communities, where some 40,000 people still practice polygamy. Defying both civil authorities and the Mormon establishment in Salt Lake City, the renegade leaders of
these Taliban-like theocracies are zealots who answer only to God. At the core of Krakauer’s book are brothers Ron and Dan Lafferty, who insist they received a commandment from God to kill a blameless woman and her baby girl. Beginning with a meticulously researched account of this appalling double murder, Krakauer constructs a multilayered, bone-chilling narrative of messianic delusion, polygamy, savage violence, and unyielding faith. Along the way he uncovers a shadowy offshoot of America’s fastest growing religion, and raises provocative questions about the nature of religious belief.
Nightmares (The Coven, Book 1)-Erica Stevens 2018-12-17 Avery never dreamed she’d have to leave her dad and friends behind to spend the summer with a mother she barely knows. Just when she thinks it can’t get any worse, the discovery she belongs to a coven of teenaged witches changes everything. Avery soon learns most of her life
was built on a lie. Though she doesn’t want to believe what the coven reveals, she can’t deny the power growing inside her. With little choice but to embrace her new life, Avery finds herself sinking into a world of magic and mystery. The deeper she goes, the more her feelings develop for Reid, another member of the coven. Avery’s barely
awakened to her powers before Regan arrives with evil intentions. When he forces Avery and her friends into his nightmare realm, each new horror he throws at them tests the limits of their powers and leaves Avery with the realization she’s different from the rest of the coven. There’s a reason why Regan wants her so badly, and the growing
strength of her powers draws her toward the lure of darker magic. Can Avery resist the darkness inside herself to save the people she loves most, or will she succumb to the temptation of Regan’s sinister promises of absolute power? Keywords: Occult America suspenseful teen romance secret heritage high school romance clean young adult
horror novels occult magic supernatural mystery magic powers action supernatural suspense strong heroine suspenseful witchcraft occult fantasy coming of age fantasy strong male lead supernatural love story witches and wizards romance drama angst contemporary fantasy fiction urban fantasy romantic fantasy for young adults twists teen
and young adult adventure series angst action adventure thriller horror novels folklore romance psychic power drama twists.
Ravenous (Book 1 The Ravening Series)-Erica Stevens 2015-03-11 The world didn’t end with a bang, and it didn’t go out in a ball of fire. But in some strange way, freezing destroyed the world as we knew it. When I suddenly find myself surrounded by frozen people who were full of life only moments before, I realize the aliens who came to
Earth are nowhere near as benevolent as they claimed. Fleeing the horror they’ve unleashed, I'm almost captured when Cade intervenes to save me. Once best friends, it’s been years since we had any real interaction, but to survive the hideous monsters hunting us, we’ll have to rely on each other again. As our situation becomes more
perilous, I find myself struggling to come to terms with my past, my terrifying new reality, and my growing love for Cade as we fight to evade the aliens that want more than our lives… they also want our blood. Young Adult. This book contains some language, violence, and sexual situations. Recommended for ages sixteen and up. Keywords:
Coming of age action adventure horror post apocalyptic love story strong male lead sci fi and contemporary fantasy alien invasion supernatural dystopian suspense strong heroine supernatural thriller suspense romantic urban fantasy young adult paranormal romance alien romance thriller mystery mythical creatures psychic powers mystery
forbidden love young adult horror contemporary fantasy dystopian love story mystical creatures enemies to lovers strong male lead new adult contemporary fantasy survival fiction teen.
The Maze (The Coven, Book 2)-Erica Stevens 2019-03-12 Avery believed starting her senior year in a new school was the worst thing she had to face. She’s proven wrong when Regan reappears and forces her and her friends into the dangerous maze he created. There’s only one rule: they have twenty-four hours to escape, or they’ll be
imprisoned in his Nightmare realm forever. Stronger than before, it quickly becomes obvious Regan has some sinister new tricks up his sleeve as they encounter the horrors lurking within the maze. When it’s revealed only someone with magic could have set Regan free, the coven begins to splinter, and Avery soon realizes that keeping the
coven together might prove more difficult than escaping Regan’s world. Will they make it out of the maze in time to save themselves and discover the traitor amongst them, or will they remain trapped in Regan’s world forever? Keywords: Secret heritage high school romance clean occult America suspenseful teen romance supernatural
mystery magic powers action young adult horror novels occult magic suspenseful witchcraft occult fantasy supernatural suspense strong heroine coming of age supernatural love story coming of age fantasy strong male lead contemporary fantasy fiction urban fantasy witches and wizards romance drama angst teen and young adult adventure
series angst romantic fantasy for young adults twists folklore romance psychic power drama thriller.
Adonais-Percy Bysshe Shelley 1891
Fiske WordPower-Edward B Fiske 2018-07-03 The Exclusive Method You Can Use to Learn—Not Just Memorize—Essential Words A powerful vocabulary expands your world of opportunity. Building your word power will help you write more effectively, communicate clearly, score higher on standardized tests like the SAT, ACT, or GRE, and be
more confident and persuasive in everything you do. Using the exclusive Fiske method, you will not just memorize words, but truly learn their meanings and how to use them correctly. This knowledge will stay with you longer and be easier to recall—and it doesn't take any longer than less-effective memorization. How does it work? This book
uses a simple three-part system: 1. Patterns: Words aren't arranged randomly or alphabetically, but in similar groups based on meaning and origin that make words easier to remember over time. 2. Deeper Meanings, More Examples: Full explanations—not just brief definitions—of what the words mean, plus multiple examples of the words in
sentences. 3. Quick Activities: Frequent short quizzes help you test how much you've learned, while helping your brain internalize their meanings.
Handling the Undead-John Ajvide Lindqvist 2010-09-28 In his new novel, John Ajvide Lindqvist does for zombies what his previous novel, Let the Right One In, did for vampires. Across Stockholm the power grid has gone crazy. In the morgue and in cemeteries, the recently deceased are waking up. One grandfather is alight with hope that his
grandson will be returned, but one husband is aghast at what his adored wife has become. A horror novel that transcends its genre by showing what the return of the dead might really mean to those who loved them.
The Complete Kindred Series Bundle-Erica Stevens 2017-10-19 The complete Kindred Series bundled together in one set. Kindred (Book 1) Ashes (Book 2) Kindled (Book 3) Inferno (Book 4) Phoenix Rising (Book 5) ***The Kindred Series is a young adult fictional story that includes some language, violence, and mild sexual situations.
Recommended for ages fifteen and up.***
Men and Crack: Uncovered-Louise Clarke 2014-03-13 This publication was produced in 2000 to aid the one days training on 'Men and Crack: Uncovered' - provided by Higher Insight, a unique training service for professionals in contact with male users of crack-cocaine. The training provided genuine insight into the realities faced by men
using crack and practical strategies for an effective response. Written in a non-academic style it including ways to address cravings and also outlines the 5 stages of recover I come to recognize users go through. To create appropriate policies for care plans, service providers need to understand the nature of crack addiction, and its impact on
all aspects of Men's lives.
Taken Over (Book 2 The Ravening Series)-Erica Stevens 2015-03-13 Devastated by the loss of Cade, I will do whatever it takes to exact revenge on the aliens that shredded my life and the lives of my family and friends. Discovering the secret Dr. Bishop believes my blood holds might be the best way to fight the aliens. To do that, I strike out on
a mission with a small group of fellow survivors. A mission that will uncover more than just the possible answers to my blood but also new, and deadlier creatures looking for only one thing… the destruction of the human race. **Young Adult. This book contains some language, violence, and sexual situations. Recommended for ages sixteen and
up.** Keywords: Post apocalyptic love story strong male lead coming of age action adventure horror supernatural dystopian suspense strong heroine teen sci fi and contemporary fantasy alien invasion romantic urban fantasy coming of age supernatural thriller suspense strong heroine alien romance thriller mystery young adult paranormal
romance enemies to lovers young adult horror mythical creatures psychic powers mystery mystical creatures contemporary fantasy dystopian love story survival fiction enemies to lovers strong male lead new adult.
The Wolf of Wall Street-Jordan Belfort 2007-09-25 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Now a major motion picture directed by Martin Scorsese and starring Leonardo DiCaprio By day he made thousands of dollars a minute. By night he spent it as fast as he could. From the binge that sank a 170-foot motor yacht and ran up a $700,000 hotel
tab, to the wife and kids waiting at home and the fast-talking, hard-partying young stockbrokers who called him king, here, in Jordan Belfort’s own words, is the story of the ill-fated genius they called the Wolf of Wall Street. In the 1990s, Belfort became one of the most infamous kingpins in American finance: a brilliant, conniving stockchopper who led his merry mob on a wild ride out of Wall Street and into a massive office on Long Island. It’s an extraordinary story of greed, power, and excess that no one could invent: the tale of an ordinary guy who went from hustling Italian ices to making hundreds of millions—until it all came crashing down. Praise for The Wolf of Wall
Street “Raw and frequently hilarious.”—The New York Times “A rollicking tale of [Jordan Belfort’s] rise to riches as head of the infamous boiler room Stratton Oakmont . . . proof that there are indeed second acts in American lives.”—Forbes “A cross between Tom Wolfe’s The Bonfire of the Vanities and Scorsese’s GoodFellas . . . Belfort has
the Midas touch.”—The Sunday Times (London) “Entertaining as pulp fiction, real as a federal indictment . . . a hell of a read.”—Kirkus Reviews
Broken (the Captive Series Prequel)-Erica Stevens 2015-02-21 In The Captive Series the vampire king that decimated the human and vampire races was introduced, but now it's time to meet the man that existed before he became a tyrannical king. At twenty-five, Atticus is the last surviving member of the most powerful line of vampires, and
is known as a prince amongst his kind. The life of luxury and privilege he's always known is about to change in ways that he never could have seen coming though. Ways that will forever alter the course of his life, the lives of all those around him, and the history of the world. With his life shattered and an all-consuming thirst for revenge the
only thing keeping him going, he is left with only one realization ... Sometimes what rises from the ashes of a broken man, is a monster.
Unbound (The Captive Series Book 7)-Erica Stevens 2016-09-27 When they are attacked on their way back to the palace, Aria will do whatever it takes to put an end to the threat seeking to destroy everyone she loves. Focused on gathering troops, and separated from Braith, she will learn what it means to lead as queen… or die trying. Braith
will sacrifice everything to keep Aria safe, but there are some things he doesn’t understand. Separated, they must take different paths that might not lead back to each other. Jack will never stop fighting to secure the future of their world and keep the peace. However, he’s not expecting the new danger that rises from within their allies… one
none of them saw coming. Find out how it all ends in the thrilling conclusion to The Captive Series. ***Mature YA/New Adult. This book contains some language, violence, and sexual situations. Recommended for ages sixteen and up.*** This series is now complete. Recommended reading order for The Captive Series. Captured (Book 1)
Renegade (Book 2) Refugee (Book 3) Salvation (Book 4) Redemption (Book 5) Broken (The Captive Series Prequel) Vengeance (Book 6) Unbound (Book 7) Keywords: Romantic fantasy for young adults twists supernatural love story enemies to lovers action adventure thriller fantasy creatures overcoming obstacles supernatural suspense
folklore fiction drama new adult dystopian strong male lead twists fantasy coming of age mythical creatures teen romance strong heroine dystopian love story supernatural love story young adult romance book folklore romance suspenseful teen romance angst vampire alpha male.
The Only Good Indians-Stephen Graham Jones 2021-01-26 A USA TODAY BESTSELLER A Publishers Weekly Best Book of the Year In this latest novel from Stephen Graham Jones comes a “heartbreakingly beautiful story” (Library Journal, starred review) of revenge, cultural identity, and the cost of breaking from tradition. Seamlessly
blending classic horror and a dramatic narrative with sharp social commentary, The Only Good Indians is “a masterpiece. Intimate, devastating, brutal, terrifying, warm, and heartbreaking in the best way” (Paul Tremblay, author of A Head Full of Ghosts). This novel follows four American Indian men after a disturbing event from their youth
puts them in a desperate struggle for their lives. Tracked by an entity bent on revenge, these childhood friends are helpless as the culture and traditions they left behind catch up to them in violent, vengeful ways. Labeled “one of 2020’s buzziest horror novels” (Entertainment Weekly), this is a remarkable horror story “will give you
nightmares—the good kind of course” (BuzzFeed).
The Ruby Ring-Diane Haeger 2005-04-05 From critically acclaimed historical novelist Diane Haeger comes The Ruby Ring, an unforgettable story of love, loss, and immortal genius . . . Rome, 1520. The Eternal City is in mourning. Raphael Sanzio, beloved painter and national hero, has died suddenly at the height of his fame. His body lies in
state at the splendid marble Pantheon. At the nearby convent of Sant’Apollonia, a young woman comes to the Mother Superior, seeking refuge. She is Margherita Luti, a baker’s daughter from a humble neighborhood on the Tiber, now an outcast from Roman society, persecuted by powerful enemies within the Vatican. Margherita was
Raphael’s beloved and appeared as the Madonna in many of his paintings. Theirs was a love for the ages. But now that Raphael is gone, the convent is her only hope of finding an honest and peaceful life. The Mother Superior agrees to admit Margherita to their order. But first, she must give up the ruby ring she wears on her left hand, the
ring she had worn in Raphael’s scandalous nude “engagement portrait.” The ring has a storied past, and it must be returned to the Church or Margherita will be cast out into the streets. Behind the quiet walls of the convent, Margherita makes her decision . . . and remembers her life with Raphael—and the love and torment—embodied in that
one precious jewel. In The Ruby Ring, Diane Haeger brings to life a love affair so passionate that it remains undimmed by time. Set in the sumptuous world of the Italian Renaissance, it’s the story of the clergymen, artists, rakes, and noblemen who made Raphael and Margherita’s world the most dynamic and decadent era in European history.
SAT Prep Black Book-Mike Barrett 2017-07 "In addition to extensive and effective training on every aspect of the SAT, the SAT Black Book gives you detailed, systematic, easy-to-follow walkthroughs for every question in 4 of the College Board's official SAT Practice Tests. The Black Book is a must-have in your SAT preparation, whether you
need to - make a perfect 1600 to be competitive at an Ivy, score a 450 in each section to claim a sports scholarship, or anything in between."--Publisher.
Salvation-Erica Stevens 2013-03-31 Imprisoned by Caleb and at the mercy of the king, Aria is determined not to let them break her. Tormented by the loss of Aria, Braith is forced to choose between his need to rescue her, and the impending rebel war he's been chosen to lead. A war that all of them will fight but not all of them will survive.
Dream Walker-Erica Stevens 2019-06-23 With the coven torn apart, Avery's determined to unite everyone before Regan makes his next move. She knew reuniting them would be difficult, but she's not expecting the wall of resistance she encounters at every turn. Though no one will admit it, she knows something is wrong with the coven and
has no doubt Regan is involved. When Avery finally discovers Regan's true plan, she realizes things are far worse than any of them knew... and this time it might be too late to stop him. Will the coven band together to find the traitor and defeat Regan once and for all, or will he destroy them in his ultimate quest for power?Find out if friendship
and love will triumph in the heart-stopping conclusion to the Coven Series.
Jane Eyre Illustrated-Charlotte Brontë 2020-09-03 Jane Eyre (originally published as Jane Eyre: An Autobiography) is a novel by English writer Charlotte Brontë, published under the pen name "Currer Bell", on 16 October 1847, by Smith, Elder & Co. of London. The first American edition was published the following year by Harper & Brothers
of New York.
Consumed-Brenda Davies 2018-07-06 When Mollie awakens to find herself in a cage, she doesn't remember how she or her sister got there, but she also discovers they are not alone in their nightmare. After their captors take her sister, Mollie vows to do whatever it takes to rescue Aida. The only problem is, she has no idea how she's going to
break free... until Mike arrives. Imprisoned together, Mollie and Mike join forces to break free, but they soon discover life outside of captivity is even deadlier and more horrific than anything they could have imagined. Frightened by her newfound knowledge of vampires, Mollie's forced to accept what Mike is while they hunt for her sister and
his friends. Despite her reservations about him, the more time they spend together, the more their feelings for each other deepen. Will they live long enough for their love to grow, or will the horrors they face consume them? ***Due to sexual content, violence, and language, this book is recommended for readers 18+ years of age.*** Each
book in this series involves a different couple. Recommended Reading Order for The Vampire Awakenings Series: Awakened (Book 1) Destined (Book 2) Untamed (Book 3) Enraptured (Book 4) Undone (Book 5) Fractured (Book 6) Ravaged (Book 7) Consumed (Book 8) Cover art by EbookLaunch
A Place Called Winter-Patrick Gale 2016-03-22 A privileged elder son, and stammeringly shy, Harry Cane has followed convention at every step. Even the beginnings of an illicit, dangerous affair do little to shake the foundations of his muted existence - until the shock of discovery and the threat of arrest cost him everything. Forced to
abandon his wife and child, Harry signs up for emigration to the newly colonised Canadian prairies. Remote and unforgiving, his allotted homestead in a place called Winter is a world away from the golden suburbs of turn-of-the-century Edwardian England. And yet it is here, isolated in a seemingly harsh landscape, under the threat of war,
madness and an evil man of undeniable magnetism that the fight for survival will reveal in Harry an inner strength and capacity for love beyond anything he has ever known before. In this exquisite journey of self-discovery, loosely based on a real life family mystery, Patrick Gale has created an epic, intimate human drama, both brutal and
breathtaking. It is a novel of secrets, sexuality and, ultimately, of great love.
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